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Abstract

Estimating salmonid habitat capacity upstream of a barrier can inform priorities for fisheries conservation. Scott Dam in California’s Eel River is an impassable barrier for anadromous salmonids. With Federal dam relicensing underway, we demonstrated recolonization potential for upper Eel River salmonid populations by estimating the potential distribution (stream-km) and habitat capacity (numbers of parr and adults) for winter steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) and fall Chinook salmon (O. tshawytscha) upstream of Scott Dam. Removal of Scott Dam would support salmonid recovery by increasing salmonid habitat stream-kms from 2 to 465 stream-km for steelhead trout and 920 to 1,071 stream-km for Chinook salmon in the upper mainstem Eel River population boundaries, whose downstream extents begin near Scott Dam and the confluence of South Fork Eel River, respectively. Upstream of Scott Dam, estimated steelhead trout habitat included up to 463 stream-kms for spawning and 291 stream-kms for summer rearing; estimated Chinook salmon habitat included up to 151 stream-kms for both spawning and rearing. The number of returning adult estimates based on historical count data (1938 to 1975) from the South Fork Eel River produced wide ranges for steelhead trout (3,241 to 26,391) and Chinook salmon (1,057 to 10,117). An approach that first estimated juvenile habitat capacity and then used subsequent life stage survival rates yielded 1,281 (CV 56%) steelhead trout and 4,593 (CV 34%) Chinook salmon returning adults. Variability in estimated fish numbers reflects application of densities and survival rates from other populations, assumptions about salmonid productivity in response to potential spawning habitat capacity, residency and outmigration of early life-stages, summertime water quality conditions, and inter-annual hydrograph, marine, and population variability.
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Introduction

Large flood control and hydroelectric dams have contributed to freshwater habitat degradation and fish population declines through watershed fragmentation, disruption of natural flow regimes, interference with nutrient distribution, and blockage from historical spawning and rearing habitat (Sheer and Steel 2006). Efforts to remove dams as barriers to fish passage and reconnect migratory fish to suitable stream habitat has eventually resulted in successful recolonization on several accounts (Pess et al. 2003, 2012; Brewitt 2016). Homing instincts are documented for most anadromous salmonids (Quinn 1993), but straying from the return to natal streams is also well documented (Hendry et al. 2004; Quinn 2005; Keefer et al. 2005, 2008). Straying from a natal stream is considered an ecological and evolutionary mechanism for population persistence (Cooper and Mangel 1999, Hill et al. 2002, Hilborn et al. 2003) and is hypothesized to initially increase in response to an increase in disturbance regime and habitat availability, such as from dam removal (Quinn 1984).

Located in northern California, the upper mainstem Eel River is considered the area upstream...
of its confluence with the Middle Fork Eel River, where the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) identified the Northern California (NC) Steelhead trout (*Oncorhynchus mykiss*) and California Coastal (CC) Chinook salmon (*O. tshawytscha*) populations as Ecologically Significant Units (ESU) (NMFS 2016). Near the headwaters of the upper mainstem Eel River is a water storage, diversion, and hydropower facility known as the Potter Valley Project (PVP). The PVP includes two dams—Cape Horn Dam, a run-of-the-river dam with a fish ladder, and 19 river-km upstream from Cape Horn Dam is Scott Dam, a water storage dam with no fish passage. Impacts from the PVP in combination with other anthropogenic impacts in the basin have resulted in degradation of the Eel River’s aquatic habitat (O’Farrell et al. 2012), and native salmonid populations have declined to an estimated 1 to 3% of their historic levels (Yoshiyama and Moyle 2010). Upper Eel River ESUs including NC steelhead trout and CC Chinook salmon have the potential to become a recolonization resource to newly opened habitat upstream of Scott Dam upon barrier removal.

Since its construction in 1922, Scott Dam of the PVP has blocked fish passage to upstream habitat historically used by anadromous salmonids, including fall-run Chinook salmon and winter-run steelhead trout (NMFS 2016). Genetic integrity and resiliency of migratory populations such as anadromous salmonids rely on access to uninterrupted spawning and rearing streams (Moyle et al. 2017). As salmonid populations throughout Pacific Coast watersheds have been listed under the Federal Endangered Species Act, fisheries management has responded with recovery strategies involving passage and habitat restoration to allow anadromous salmonids to recolonize their ancestral habitats (Pess et al. 2008, NMFS 2016). Beyond the presence and condition of nearby salmonid populations, recolonization potential upstream of Scott Dam for those ESUs also depends on habitat suitability and capacity in tune with each colonist species’ life history variants (Pess et al. 2014). Consequently, salmonid passage restoration and recolonization often involves efforts to predict the suitability of potentially reopened habitat and the increase in salmonid production resulting from restored migratory access (Hanrahan et al. 2004, Winter and Crain 2008, Roni et al. 2010).

Past efforts to quantify the amount of blocked salmonid habitat in the mainstem Eel River upstream of Scott Dam and its potential population production involved various methods with coarse habitat measurements, resulting in estimates ranging from 50 to 400 km of habitat (CDFG 1979, VTN 1982, USFS and BLM 1995, Becker and Reining 2009, NMFS 2016). However, all of these studies acknowledge that fall Chinook salmon and winter steelhead trout would potentially benefit from restored access to habitat above Scott Dam. Other anadromous salmonids native to the Eel River are less likely to use habitats above Scott Dam, as evidenced by sparse observations over the past few decades of Coho salmon (*O. kisutch*), and no observations of coastal cutthroat trout (*O. clarkii*) at Cape Horn Dam’s fish passage facility, Van Arsdale Fisheries Station (VAFS) (PVID 2017). This portion of the watershed extends beyond present Coho salmon and coastal cutthroat trout distribution (Xanthippe 2004).

In this study, we quantified extent of suitable habitat and its capacity for steelhead trout and Chinook salmon above Scott Dam. Field habitat sampling, habitat suitability models, and historical fish count data were used in estimating potential stream capacities for different life stages of steelhead trout and Chinook salmon. The challenge of predicting salmonid production in habitat not currently available to those species required modeling from salmonid populations in other areas. Quantifying salmonid habitat suitability and its capacity for an expected long term average population must reflect biological requirements at different life stages and stream environment conditions as they vary spatially and temporally. Linking the biology and habitat requirements of salmonids to habitat conditions and identifying limiting factors for potential salmonid production should therefore be incorporated into modeling potential stream habitat capacity in prioritized watersheds (Anlauf-Dunn et al. 2014).

Hydraulic units of suitable stream habitat change seasonally and with different biological phases of a species. Adult salmonid habitat is often
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measured in units of stream length with suitable spawning habitat and related to number of fish observed or expected to occur in those stream lengths to calculate fish capacity. Alternatively, because salmonids occupy different habitat type units (e.g., pools, riffles, flatwater, etc.) at certain times of year, habitat capacity can also be quantified by the availability of habitat types and the number of fish observed or expected to occur in those habitat types. For example, the distribution and proportion of habitat type units within a stream reach at summer base flows can be used to approximate the quantity of rearing habitat for summertime-rearing juvenile steelhead trout (Agrawal et al. 2005). However, quantifying salmonid habitat with habitat-typed units to then calculate its capacity must reflect the geomorphic and hydraulic conditions that change with seasonally varying discharge (Rosenfeld et al. 2011), such as during the spring hydrograph recession when juvenile Chinook rear and emigrate. Other studies estimate salmonid habitat capacity by incorporating linkages between habitat conditions and fish density, relying on variables such as habitat unit composition, substrate composition, instream shelter, discharge, and water quality (Cramer and Ackerman 2009a, USFWS 2011, Gallagher et al. 2014). Habitat capacity models should be sensitive to local conditions and interactions between nearby populations and their habitat conditions. When possible, local data on habitat conditions, nearby fish populations, and streamflow gaging should be incorporated into the described parameters for estimating potential salmonid habitat capacity.

Research Objectives

The objectives of this research were to quantify the salmonid habitat upstream of Scott Dam and estimate the potential adult and juvenile stream capacity for steelhead trout and Chinook salmon. Populations of native salmonids in the Eel River have been affected by degraded habitat conditions and these populations now legally require recovery as stated in the NMFS Coastal Multispecies Recovery Plan (2016). NMFS identified the upper Eel River as a high priority for population recovery, calling for an estimate of salmonid habitat in order to assess the benefits of restoring fish passage above Scott Dam (NMFS 2016). Initiation of the PVP Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) relicensing process in 2017 underscored the opportunity and need to quantify salmonid habitat extent and potential production capacity upstream of Scott Dam, and provided a primary impetus for this study. The information presented here will aid fisheries managers in assessing whether restoring salmonid access to the area is merited.

Methods

Study Area

Located in northern California, the upper mainstem Eel River includes its headwaters down to the confluence of the mainstem Eel and Middle Fork Eel River near Dos Rios, California. The study area includes the upper mainstem Eel River watershed upstream of Scott Dam where the Mendocino National Forest lies within the Coast Mountain Range (Figure 1). Scott Dam is located at an elevation of 554 m along the upper mainstem Eel River at river km 260. This area is characterized by a Mediterranean climate with wet winters and hot, dry summers (Cid et al. 2017). Lake Pillsbury, the reservoir formed by Scott Dam, accumulates runoff from the mainstem Eel River watershed and the watershed of major tributary known as Rice Fork, totaling a drainage area of 746 km$^2$ (Figure 2) (Brown and Ritter 1986). Average annual precipitation is 120 cm, falling during winter months primarily as rain with some snow (US Climate Data 2017). Land cover includes mixed conifer forests on north facing slopes and oak woodlands on drier, south facing slopes.

Methods Overview

The purpose of this research included two main goals: 1) to map and characterize potential salmonid habitat extent in the streams above Scott Dam’s reservoir and 2) to estimate the juvenile and adult capacity of those streams for steelhead trout and Chinook salmon. Limits to salmonid extent were first identified using the NMFS (2016) Intrinsic Potential (IP) model, which predicts salmonid habitat in a GIS using a 10-m resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM) to calculate stream slope,
valley confinement, and drainage area as limiting factors to suitable habitat as defined by NMFS for steelhead trout and Chinook salmon. A disputed passage barrier at Bloody Rock roughs on the mainstem Eel River was assessed in the field for upstream passage of steelhead trout and Chinook salmon adults. Suitable habitat was quantified under two passage scenarios (based on passage or blockage at Bloody Rock roughs), and habitat capacity was estimated within the reaches of these two scenarios.

“Capacity” was defined as the highest number of fish at a specific life stage that a stream could support given its environmental conditions. Two approaches were used to model the capacity for steelhead trout and Chinook salmon upstream of Scott Dam, one for adult fish and the other for juvenile parr (rearing life stage preceding emigration). The adult capacity model used historical adult fish count data from the South Fork Eel River (CDFG 1975), species-specific distribution data (NMFS 2016), ground-based assessments, and spatial analysis to determine baseline extent of suitable habitat and potential densities for adult steelhead and Chinook upstream of Scott Dam. The juvenile parr capacity model characterized juvenile rearing extent and capacities using spatial analysis to quantify and characterize streams upstream of Scott Dam for creating a data collection and extrapolation framework, followed by ground-based data collection of salmonid rearing habitat. Habitat inventory data collected in the field were used as inputs into the juvenile capacity estimation model known as the Unit Characteristic Method (UCM), which relates small-scale habitat conditions to density of juvenile parr steelhead trout and Chinook salmon (Cramer and Ackerman 2009a, 2009b). The Oregon coastal watersheds that provided surrogate habitat-specific parr densities for this study are similar to the upper Eel River watershed in that they support winter steelhead trout and fall Chinook salmon populations, but contrast in hydrologic frequency, duration, and timing from differences in climate, geomorphology, and land use. Surrogate density data from local watersheds would be more appropriate for this study, but those data were not available. Parr densities were calculated at the habitat unit scale, then summed and extrapolated to the reach and watershed scales. Parr estimates were multiplied by life-stage survival rates for estimating returning adults from parr capacities. Results from both capacity modeling methods were compared to each other as well as those from historical efforts (CDFG 1939, 1975, 1979; VTN 1982; USFS and BLM 1995; Becker and Reining 2009; NMFS 2016; FOER 2017).

Figure 1. Located in northern California, the study area (darker shading) is in the headwaters of the mainstem Eel River upstream of Scott Dam. Points of interest pertaining to this study include the Van Arsdale fish station at Cape Horn Dam, Benbow Dam on the South Fork Eel River, and the confluence of the Middle Fork with the mainstem Eel River at Dos Rios. Spatial Reference: World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84), Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 10 North (USGS 2016b, ERCZO 2016).
Sample Design

Potential Distribution Scenarios—Initial steps in this research required identifying limits to salmonid distribution for each species of interest within the study area. This was achieved by evaluation of existing data from past habitat assessments and geospatial analysis of data from the NMFS Intrinsic Potential (IP) model (NMFS 2016). Bloody Rock roughs (BR) is a large cascade-falls feature along the mainstem Eel River and was previously considered a complete (VTN 1982).
Potential salmonid habitat distribution and capacity estimates upstream of Scott Dam were applied to two fish passage scenarios. The first scenario (Scott Dam removal, BR passage) considers passage restoration at Scott Dam via dam removal and does not consider Bloody Rock roughs as a barrier. This “Scott Dam removal, BR passage” scenario includes stream habitat currently inundated by Lake Pillsbury, habitat along the mainstem Eel River and its tributaries both below and above Bloody Rock roughs, as well as the Rice Fork and its tributaries (Figure 2). The second scenario (Scott Dam removal, no BR passage) considers passage restoration at Scott Dam via dam removal with abnormally dry winter-spring conditions that would not allow passage upstream of the partial barrier at Bloody Rock roughs. The “Scott Dam removal, no BR passage” scenario includes stream habitat currently inundated by Lake Pillsbury, habitat along the mainstem Eel River and its tributaries up to Bloody Rock roughs, and the Rice Fork and its tributaries (Figure 2).

The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS 2016) designated Distinct Population Segments (DPS) for steelhead and Ecologically Significant Units (ESU) for salmon throughout the Eel River watershed and defined population boundaries for each species within the upper mainstem Eel River. This resulted in two separate population boundaries for the upper Eel River California Coastal (CC) Chinook and the upper Eel River Northern California (NC) Steelhead populations, with the CC Chinook boundary much larger than that of the NC Steelhead boundary. The upper Eel River CC Chinook population boundary downstream extent is just below Scott Dam on the mainstem Eel River. We calculated the potential increase in suitable habitat for adult steelhead trout and Chinook salmon within the upper mainstem Eel River with the addition of maximum spatial extent this study identified upstream of Scott Dam (Figure 1).

Stream Characterization—The stream network within the study site was classified into a total of 11 types we refer to as ‘Reach Types’ based on categories of gradient and drainage area as they are geomorphically pertinent to salmonid habitat found in other studies (Higgins et al. 2005, Stillwater Sciences 2013, Lane and Sandoval 2014) (Figure 2). Stream gradient was included as a stratification variable due to its correlation with velocity, substrate composition, channel morphology, and habitat type composition; stream size measured in drainage area was included due to its correlation with channel morphology, habitat types, habitat stability, and discharge (Higgins et al. 2005). The frequency (stream-kms) of each Reach Type was used to assign a proportional number of habitat survey sites using stratified, equal probability Generalized Random Tesselation Stratification (GRTS) methods for a linear resource in program R version 1.0.136 (R Core Team 2017) with the spsurvey package (Kincaid et al. 2012). Reach Type classifications were used for extrapolating finer-scale habitat data collected in field surveys.

Data Collection—Once survey locations were selected throughout the watershed’s stream network, field data collection was conducted during June through August 2016. The number of survey sites was proportional to the total stream length within each Reach Type, with two or more sites per Reach Type. The habitat data collected from our surveys provided a subsample intended for extrapolating habitat characteristics to streams in corresponding Reach Types that were not surveyed. The survey protocol followed methods from the California Department of Fish and Wildlife’s California Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual, Part III (CDFW 2004). Working in an upstream direction, each habitat unit encountered in a survey reach was classified as a pool, riffle, cascade, flatwater, or dry unit and measured for...
wetted surface area. Other habitat variables related to juvenile fish density were measured including instream large woody debris, instream cover, streamed substrate composition and embeddedness, canopy cover, and water quality variables such as discharge, temperature, pH, and turbidity. See CDFW (2004) for details of how these variables were measured.

Analysis

Habitat Data—We tested how our Reach Type classes were discrete representations of fine-scale habitat-typing data. Variables including unit area, mean depth, instream cover, percent fine substrate, and proportion of pools and fastwater habitat were analyzed in a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) for discriminating groups among Reach Types with program R (packages Mass, GGplot2, Scales, gridExtra, and RColorBrewer). Habitat variables between Reach Types were evaluated for combining select Reach Type classes that did not discriminate groupings of habitat data. Reach Type-classified survey data were extrapolated onto remaining unsurveyed streams in corresponding Reach Types. These reach-classified habitat data were used as inputs for modeling habitat capacity.

Potential Adult Returns—Steelhead trout and Chinook salmon adult count data from other sources in the Eel River were used to develop a baseline for potential adult densities in the habitat upstream of Scott Dam. While Van Arsdale Fisheries Station provided historical count data from the upper mainstem Eel River, those data were not used due to the impacts of Scott Dam on downstream salmonid habitat since its construction in 1922. The adult salmon and steelhead monitoring station operated at Benbow Dam on the South Fork Eel River (Figure 1) from 1938 to 1975 provided a relevant data set that was used to estimate the adult capacity in the upper mainstem Eel River. Both the South Fork Eel and upper mainstem Eel River include geologic Franciscan assemblages (Lisle 1990) and experience similar hydrologic cycles from their Mediterranean climates. We assumed that the number of adults produced per unit stream length in the South Fork Eel would be similar to the number of adults produced by the mainstem Eel watershed above Scott Dam, in a straight ratio. While this estimate does rely on unquantified assumptions, not least of which was the equivalence of habitat densities in each of the watersheds, we believe this approach nevertheless provided a reasonable approximation of adult production capacity in a region where historical empirical data do not exist. Other factors may render this estimate conservative. For example, the Benbow counts may not include all actual adult salmonid migrants due to varying time spent monitoring fish passage (CDFG 1939 to 1941, 1970 to 1971), count accuracy, or impassable conditions that occurred at the Benbow Dam Fisheries Station ladder throughout a run season. Maximum-recorded values from the Benbow Dam count data were used as an index for potential maximum long-term production of adults per salmonid stream length upstream of Benbow Dam. Calculations provided fish·km⁻¹ densities for both Chinook salmon and steelhead trout that were then multiplied by stream-kms in the study area upstream of Scott Dam for two passage scenarios. Similarly, mean values of fish counts from trends over time in Benbow data were converted to fish·km⁻¹ for a representation of potential average spawner density in the streams above Scott Dam.

Juvenile Parr Capacity Modeling—This study also utilized a stream capacity modeling application for summertime salmonid juvenile rearing developed by Cramer and Ackerman (2009a) known as the Unit Characteristic Method (UCM). The UCM incorporates habitat suitability indices into its functions (Figures 3a, 3b). The model multiplies a baseline surrogate fish density (“den” in units of fish·m⁻²) by a measured wetted habitat unit area (“area” in units of m²); the density values are then adjusted by scalar values of habitat parameters specific to stream-rearing juveniles. The scalar values for each parameter are expressed as suitability curves whose equations are defined in Figures 3a and 3b. Juvenile parr capacity estimates used habitat parameters at the unit-scale (i.e., usable area “chnl”, depth “dep”, and instream cover “cov”) (Equation 1), and reach-scale (i.e., turbidity, fine substrate, pH, and temperature)
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Figure 3a. Model flowchart for stream capacity modeling for juvenile salmonid rearing using the Unit Characteristic Method (UCM), with baseline parameters (Area of habitat unit [e.g., pool, fastwater, flatwater]. Den = density) for steelhead trout (ST) and Chinook salmon (CH) as well as unit parameters (Chnl = channel, Dep = depth, Cvr = instream cover) for adjusting capacity with rearing suitability curves. Each curve is presented with its respective equation, and each parameter in bold font within its respective box (adapted from Cramer and Ackerman 2009a, 2009b; Cramer et al. 2012).

Figure 3b. Model flowchart for stream capacity modeling for juvenile salmonid rearing using the Unit Characteristic Method (UCM), with reach-scale productivity parameters (turb = Turbidity, Fines = Fine Sediment, pH) and temperature parameter (Temp), for adjusting capacity with rearing suitability curves. Each curve is presented with its respective equation, and each parameter in bold font within its respective box (adapted from Cramer and Ackerman 2009a, 2009b; Cramer et al. 2012).
(Equations 2 and 3) in the UCM derived from proxy habitat suitability indices (Figures 3a, 3b) (adapted from Cramer and Ackerman 2009b). The scalar values can be greater than one depending on the suitability curve of the habitat parameter, and a value of one reflects the assumed average condition within a suitability curve. The suitability curves are assumed the same for both Chinook salmon and steelhead trout, but not all scalars are applied to each species (e.g., temperature scalar is not applied to spring-rearing Chinook).

(Eqn 1)

\[
P_{\text{ Parr Capacity}}_i = (\sum \text{ area}_k \times \text{ den}_j \times \text{ chnl}_{jk} \times \text{ dep}_{jk} \times \text{ cvr}_{jk}) \times \text{ prod}_i \times T_{si}
\]

Where
- \(i\) = stream reach. “Reach” is a sequence of channel units that compose a geomorphically homogenous segment (Reach Type) of the stream network,
- \(j\) = habitat unit type (i.e., pool, fastwater (riffle or cascade), flatwater, or dry),
- \(k\) = individual habitat unit,
- \(\text{area}\) = wetted area (m\(^2\)) of habitat unit \(k\),
- \(\text{den}\) = standard fish density (fish m\(^{-2}\)) for a given species in unit type \(j\),
- \(\text{chnl}\) = discount scalar for unproductive portions of large channels,
- \(\text{dep}\) = depth scalar,
- \(\text{cvr}\) = instream cover scalar,
- \(\text{prod}\) = productivity scalar for the reach. This scalar combines the separate effects from three additional factors defined in Equation 2, and
- \(T_{si}\) = temperature scalar for capacity for reach \(i\) in a given week (defined in Equation 3)

(Eqn 2)

\[
\text{prod}_i = \text{ turb}_i \times \text{ fines}_i \times \text{ pH}_i
\]

Where
- \(\text{prod}_i\) = productivity scalar for the reach \(i\) is a product of:

\(T_{si} = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-a-bT}}\)

Where
- \(T_{si}\) = Temperature scalar for capacity for reach \(i\) in a given week, based on:
  - \(e\) = natural logarithm base
  - \(a\) = intercept of \(\text{logit}(T_{si}) = 19.63\);
  - \(b\) = slope of \(\text{logit}(T_{si}) = -0.98\);
  - \(T\) = average maximum temperature for reach \(i\).

Under the assumption of identifying a capacity-limiting life stage for each species of interest, subsequent life stages from the estimated population may then theoretically be calculated based on survival rates between each life stage derived from surrogate fish data in streams with similar fish-habitat relationships. Studies have shown that summer and fall conditions are typically most limiting for juvenile salmonids in regions with hot, dry summers due to rising water temperatures and lowered oxygen levels (Keleher and Rahel 1996), loss of habitat connectivity (Isaak et al. 2007), and an increasing demand for territory size as habitat area diminishes (Cramer and Ackerman 2009a, Ayllon et al. 2012). There was little evidence of availability of low-flow refugia for rearing juveniles upstream of Scott Dam, so our study applied the UCM to evaluate habitat for the steelhead juvenile parr life stage at summertime as most limiting to production. Fall-run Chinook salmon can be limited during upstream migration and spawning when flow conditions are low or when water temperatures are too high, and juveniles may also be limited by winter and spring rearing or emigration conditions (Bartholow and Henriksen 2006, Cramer et
Therefore, habitat conditions for both parr and adult life stages of Chinook salmon were analyzed to identify limiting stream conditions for population production in our study area.

The UCM functions were applied to each habitat survey dataset, and estimated density values were averaged among survey reaches within the same Reach Type. Average wetted area per habitat unit type in a Reach Type was extrapolated to unsurveyed streams in corresponding Reach Types for calculating fish density per wetted area. Estimated density values were extrapolated onto remaining unsurveyed streams of corresponding Reach Types for a watershed-scale estimate of potential capacity for juvenile steelhead trout and Chinook salmon. The standard deviation of the average of those varying densities within a grouped Reach Type provided a measure of variability, ultimately expressed as a coefficient of variation (CV). The average density was multiplied by the total area of usable habitat to get the parr capacity (number of fish), and the standard deviation of each Reach Type density was used for expressing variability as CV in the capacity calculations. Despite inherent assumptions from using surrogate density values (“den” in Eqn 1; shown in top three boxes in Figure 3a) derived from six salmonid-bearing watersheds in Oregon (Cramer and Ackerman 2009a, 2009b), the UCM incorporates local habitat conditions by using stream survey data as model inputs, which then adjust a given density value. The UCM also assumes median environmental conditions that typically vary annually, but capturing that variation was beyond the scope of this study. Nonetheless, the UCM provided a tool for estimating capacity based on common field methods for habitat typing salmonid streams.

To estimate potential capacity during spring rearing, hydraulic stream conditions (e.g., velocity, wetted width, and depth) collected during summer low flows were translated to hydraulic conditions for juvenile stream rearing Chinook, which most often rear at highest abundances during May and emigrate during the first two weeks in June. Two studies conducted by Rosenfeld et al. (2007, 2011) compared rates of change in hydraulic conditions at low flows compared to high flows. These hydraulic conditions distinguished individual habitat units at lower flows; however, at higher flows—increasing velocity, wetted width, and depth caused habitat units to be less distinguishable and to contribute less hydraulic control. These rates of change in hydraulic conditions were then quantified specific to habitat unit type (Rosenfeld et al. 2007). Because there are no stream gauges upstream of Scott Dam, USGS stream gauge data collected near the mouth of the Middle Fork Eel (MF Eel) River (USGS 11473900) were used as surrogate streamflow data for our study site. The MF Eel River’s watershed characteristics are similar to the upper mainstem Eel River. Mean daily flow data from the Middle Fork gauge were ranked to create a flow exceedance curve by typical peak month of Chinook salmon rearing. Exceedance values were then converted by drainage area to stream sites in the study area. Because this study’s stream measurements lacked a temporal resolution representative of spring to summer flow variation, Rosenfeld et al. (2007) rates of hydraulic change specific to habitat unit types were applied to model seasonal flow variability. Assuming 50% exceedance flows for springtime Chinook and steelhead rearing, basic relations for hydraulic geometry from Rosenfeld et al. (2007) and described in Cramer et al. (2012) were applied to predict differences in width and depth at higher flows in the upper mainstem Eel watershed specific to habitat units. Applying these methods with greater exceedance values (lower streamflows) would decrease the converted habitat capacity.

Estimates from the UCM for capacity of steelhead trout and Chinook salmon juveniles were converted from parr to smolts and smolts to adults based on different survival rates, life history variation, juvenile fork length, and the two passage scenarios at Bloody Rock roughs. For Chinook salmon, a survival rate of 76% from parr to smolt was used and a range of smolt to adult survival rates including 1.5%, 3%, and 4% were used to estimate adult returns from juvenile capacity estimates (Lister and Walker 1966, Johnson et al. 1993, Quinn 2005, Klein et al. 2008, Rawding et al. 2010, Cramer et al. 2012). A survival rate of 28% for steelhead trout parr to smolt was used and a range of smolt to adult
survival rates from the literature including 1.5%, 13%, and 20% were used to estimate adult returns from juvenile capacity estimates (Johnson and Cooper 1995, Cramer and Beamesderfer 2002, Quinn 2005, Cramer et al. 2012, Anderson and Ward 2016). In addition to applying static life stage specific survival rates from juvenile to adult, a bimodal fork length frequency distribution among summer-time rearing juvenile salmonids that is commonly observed in coastal California watersheds (Zedonis 1992, Engle 2005, SHG 2006, Klein et al. 2008, Mitchell 2010) was imposed on the UCM-estimated steelhead juvenile cohort in our study area above Scott Dam. After the modeled juvenile population was manipulated into reflecting a distribution of size classes, a relationship between smolt-to-adult return and size frequency distribution (Shapovalov and Taft 1954, Klein et al. 2008) was used to calculate an estimate for number of returning steelhead adults in the two passage scenarios upstream of Scott Dam (Figure 4). Greater proportions of the smolt population increasingly occurred within the larger size class of the bimodal distribution. Small to large size distributions were iterated from 65% to 35%, 55% to 45%, 50% to 50%, and 40% to 60%, respectively. The percentage of the cohort emigrating as smolts at different sizes was based on averages of smolt populations in California (Busby et al. 1996) and measures of juvenile emigrants from the upper South Fork Eel River (Connor 1996) and the Van Arsdale Fisheries Station (VAFS) (Day 1962).

Model Comparison and Validation—Historical fish count data from the South Fork Eel River and upper mainstem Eel River were additionally used in an approach to validate the conversion of parr estimates to number of returning adults with life stage specific survival rates suggested by the UCM. In the first step of this analysis, UCM smolt to adult conversion methods (Cramer et al. 2012) were applied to historical juvenile emigrant data at Benbow Dam (CDFG 1939) and historical juvenile emigrant abundance estimates at VAFS reported by CDFG (Day 1962) to estimate a potential number of returning adults, which was then compared to actual number of adults observed migrating up the fish ladder at Benbow Dam and VAFS. Adult counts from three years following emigrant observations were considered potential recruitment years based on North Coast Steelhead population age structure observations (NMFS 2016), although we realize the adult age composition contributes some uncertainty in this consideration for smolt to adult recruitment since steelhead can spend more than three years in the marine stage before returning to streams as adults. The observed adult counts were expected to be higher than the estimated adults due to smolt to adult survival rates changing in response to varied timing of downstream movement among juvenile

![Figure 4. Size class distribution and smolt-to-adult survival rate (SAR) curve used for age 1+ steelhead smolt emigrants modeled from Unit Characteristic Method (UCM) parr estimates in the upper mainstem Eel watershed upstream of Scott Dam. The size distribution shifted to the right (greater number of large smolts) as the proportion of the cohort emigrated at older ages.](image-url)
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Steelhead (Scheuerell et al. 2009, Tattam et al. 2013), growth during juvenile emigration (Bond et al. 2008), and juvenile size distribution (Tipping et al. 1995, Klein et al. 2008) observed among steelhead trout. Historical juvenile populations observed from streams above Benbow Dam and Van Arsdale were available from some years; those juvenile counts were also converted to density per stream length and compared to densities calculated from modeled juvenile populations in steelhead streams above Scott Dam.

Results

Potential Spawning and Rearing Distribution

Geospatial and ground-based analysis estimated potential spawning and rearing distribution for steelhead trout and Chinook salmon under two fish passage scenarios. Among both fish passage scenarios, potential spawner habitat distribution ranged between 318 and 463 stream-kms for steelhead trout and between 100 and 151 stream-kms for Chinook salmon, depending on passage at Bloody Rock roughs (Figure 5). Using the IP Model (NMFS 2016), we calculated 27 km of stream habitat for steelhead and 16 km for Chinook currently inundated by Lake Pillsbury. In the event the Bloody Rock roughs is a barrier during dry years, 318 km of stream habitat is accessible for steelhead trout and 100 km for Chinook salmon. Reach Types with smaller drainage areas (typically < 2 km²) that were observed without any summertime surface flow during the field survey season were deemed unsuitable for steelhead summertime rearing. Consequently, stream drainage areas less than 2 km² were excluded from potential summertime steelhead rearing habitat and density estimations, erring on the conservative side. This resulted in 178 to 291 stream-kms of summertime rearing habitat for steelhead, depending on adult passage at Bloody Rock roughs. Because Chinook salmon rearing takes place in larger, lower channels earlier in the water year, the amount of rearing habitat is not susceptible to receding headwater habitat. Therefore, the distribution of Chinook salmon rearing habitat was determined to be the same as Chinook adult distribution.

Using NMFS (2016) upper mainstem Eel River population boundaries delineated for CC Chinook

Figure 5. Potential extent of suitable habitat categories for steelhead trout (left) and Chinook salmon (right) upstream of Scott Dam in the Eel River, CA. Darker, thicker habitat streams represent higher suitable habitat relative to field measurements. Habitat upstream of Bloody Rock Roughs was not included in a distribution scenario where the roughs become impassable for upstream migration during very dry years. (NMFS 2016, USGS 2016a). Spatial reference: WGS 84, UTM Zone 10 North.
and NC steelhead, we estimated the increase in adult population habitat with restored access to the habitat we identified upstream of Scott Dam. The upper mainstem Eel River CC Chinook population boundary is much larger than that of the NC Steelhead population boundary. Restored access upstream of Scott Dam would increase habitat for CC Chinook by up to 16.5% from the currently available 920 stream-km, but the habitat above Scott Dam compared to habitat in other areas of the CC Chinook upper mainstem Eel boundary is of higher Intrinsic Potential (NMFS 2016). The upper mainstem Eel River NC Steelhead population was estimated to historically occur almost entirely upstream of Scott Dam, so restored access above Scott Dam would add 463 stream-km habitat to the currently available 2 stream-km downstream of the dam.

Stream Characterization, Data Collection, and Habitat Data

Out of 31 selected sites, 20 wetted stream reaches totaling 13.2 stream-km were habitat typed and 11 completely dry stream reaches totaling 6.3 stream-km were encountered in the field. Dry stream reaches were not measured for rearing habitat. Surveys included 4.2% and 6.0% of total habitat within potential steelhead trout and Chinook salmon distribution, respectively. Data collected during stream habitat surveys were evaluated by Reach Type with habitat unit composition as well as all other measured variables (Table 1). Linear Discriminant Analysis grouped multiple variables of habitat data from 11 original Reach Types into five Reach Type categories for habitat data extrapolation: 1) small to medium drainage area, high to very high gradient (2–10 km² and 10–100 km², 7–12% and > 12%); 2) large drainage area, low gradient (> 100km², 0–2%); 3) small drainage area, medium to high gradient (2–10km², 2–7% and 7–12%); 4) medium drainage area, medium gradient (10–100 km², 2–7%); and 5) medium drainage area, low gradient (10–100 km², 0–2%).

We chose a linear discriminant model with unit area, unit mean depth, unit instream cover, reach-scale percentage fine substrate, and proportion of habitat unit types as a multivariate explanation for distinguishing Reach Types because this model explained the most variability while capturing the habitat data we collected. The first two discriminant functions explained 89% of the variability in group discrimination, with an overall accuracy of 80% where Reach Types were accurately assigned to discrete groupings of habitat variables (see Supplemental Figure S1, available online). Habitat data extrapolation resulted in relative species-specific habitat suitability symbolized in a map where greater habitat suitability for steelhead trout occurred (Figure 5).

Potential Adult Returns

Amount of stream habitat (km) and number of adults from historical data were compared with those generated from the UCM. Assessments in the past estimated stream habitat kms (Figure 6) and potential abundance (Figure 7) upstream of Scott Dam for Chinook salmon and steelhead trout adults based on spawner data from other areas of the Eel River (CDFG 1979, VTN 1982, USFS and BLM 1995, Becker and Reining 2009, Higgins 2010, NMFS 2016). Annual runs of steelhead trout counted at Benbow Dam Fisheries Station (BDFS) on the South Fork Eel River from years 1938 to 1975 resulted in a median (50th percentile) of 12,664 adults per year and exceeded 14,457 adults per year toward the upper limits of recorded number of fish (90th percentile). Chinook salmon runs at Benbow from years 1938 to 1975 reached a median of 5,016 adults per year and exceeded 14,480 adults (90th percentile) toward the upper limits of recorded number of fish per year. Declining trends in annual runs among datasets from both stations at Benbow Dam and Van Arsdale occurred after water years (October 1 through the next September) 1955 and 1964, presumably in response to the extremely large floods in 1955 and 1964, and greatly increased logging activity (Yoshibyama and Moyle 2010). Periodic trends in adult count data from water years 1955 through 1963 and from 1964 through 1975 were compared to UCM-modeled estimates (Figure 7). Steelhead trout densities from Benbow Dam annual counts were 57 adults·km⁻¹ among historic highs, 24 adults·km⁻¹ in water years 1955 through 1963, and 7 adults·km⁻¹ in water years 1964 through 1975. Chinook salmon densities were 67 adults·km⁻¹
TABLE 1. Habitat variables measured in stream surveys conducted for the upper mainstem Eel River watershed upstream of Scott Dam during June to August 2016. Length, width, and depths were measured in meters and averaged at the unit and reach scales (SD in parentheses), ND = no data available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drainage area</th>
<th>2–10 km²</th>
<th>Reach Type</th>
<th>10–100 km²</th>
<th>&gt; 100 km²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>0–2%</td>
<td>2–7%</td>
<td>7–12%</td>
<td>&gt; 12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach Type code</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of surveys</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Habitat variables</th>
<th>2–10 km²</th>
<th>Reach Type</th>
<th>10–100 km²</th>
<th>&gt; 100 km²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total reach length (m)</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>1552</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. unit wetted width (m)</td>
<td>2.26 (1.29)</td>
<td>2.67 (0.8)</td>
<td>2.70 (1.06)</td>
<td>1.93 (0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. unit mean depth (m)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.25 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.27 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool max depth (m)</td>
<td>0.38 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.54 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.60 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.48 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instream shelter (% cover)</td>
<td>37 (27)</td>
<td>48 (25)</td>
<td>29 (14)</td>
<td>31 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulder cover (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21 (18)</td>
<td>16 (10)</td>
<td>24 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canopy cover (%)</td>
<td>48 (34)</td>
<td>62 (21)</td>
<td>74 (23)</td>
<td>77 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.5 (0.5)</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbidity (NTU)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6 (0.3)</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge (cfs)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.54 (0.71)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature °C</td>
<td>21.4 (1.4)</td>
<td>16.2 (1.2)</td>
<td>14.5 (0.6)</td>
<td>14.9 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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among historic highs, 7 adults·km\(^{-1}\) in water years 1955 through 1963, and 14 adults·km\(^{-1}\) in water years 1964 through 1975. Densities calculated from those periods of historical data were applied to the 463 steelhead spawner stream-kms and 151 Chinook spawner stream-kms upstream of Scott Dam (including channels submerged by Lake Pillsbury and access upstream of Bloody Rock roughs), resulting in ranges of 3,241 to 26,391 steelhead trout adults and 1,057 to 10,117 Chinook salmon adults (Figure 7, Tables 2, 3).

**Juvenile Capacity Modeling**

The UCM resulted in steelhead trout and Chinook salmon parr estimates using surrogate densities adjusted by local habitat parameters measured at unit and reach scales. Density estimates ranged from 0.02 to 0.07 fish·m\(^{-2}\) for steelhead trout parr and 0.13 to 0.23 fish·m\(^{-2}\) for Chinook salmon parr (Figure 8, Tables 4, 5). After extrapolating estimated densities to corresponding Reach Types at the watershed scale, parr capacity estimates resulted in up to 57,374 (CV 55.9%) steelhead trout (Table 4) and 201,426 (CV 33.5%) Chinook salmon (Table 5) in the area upstream of Scott Dam.

Streams suitable for steelhead trout and Chinook salmon juveniles occurred in different areas. Modeled parr densities were a direct representation of habitat suitability since the densities were calculated based on the suitability curves for each habitat parameter. For steelhead trout parr capacity, the highest estimates were calculated from surveys in tributaries of the mainstem Eel River mostly upstream of Bloody Rock roughs (such as Cold Creek) and along tributaries of the Rice Fork (including upper Bear Creek) (Figure 5). These streams fell into the Reach Type class characterized by medium-sized drainage area (10–100 km\(^2\)) and moderate gradient (2–7%) where riffle-pool ratios were high with ample summer base streamflow and maximum temperatures observed below 17 °C. Conversely, relatively high predicted densities (and therefore greater habitat suitability) for Chinook salmon occurred along the mainstem Eel and lower, larger drainage area reaches of the Rice Fork, which are typical-sized reaches for Chinook salmon spawner use and parr occupancy (Quinn 2005) (Figure 5). The spatial distribution of species-specific suitable rearing streams affected capacity estimates between distribution scenarios. Parr capacity estimates in the passage scenario with Scott Dam removal and passage at Bloody Rock roughs were two times higher for steelhead trout and three times higher for Chinook salmon compared to parr capacity estimates in the scenario with Scott Dam removal but no passage at Bloody Rock roughs (Tables 4, 5).

Parr estimates were converted to number of returning adults with ranges depending on various
smolt to adult survival rates (Tables 2, 3). Adult estimates from UCM parr capacities ranged from 1,014 to 2,088 steelhead trout and 1,487 to 4,593 Chinook salmon for the two passage scenarios in the study area. Adults recruited from UCM steelhead juvenile estimates using smolt to adult return curves in relation to smolt size frequency distribution (Figure 4) resulted in up to 1,281 (CV 56%) steelhead trout adults depending on passage scenario and proportion of cohort size distribution frequency (Table 4).

Model Comparison and Validation

Historical steelhead trout emigrant count data from Benbow Dam on the South Fork Eel River in 1939 (CDFG 1939) recorded observations of 23,430 juveniles migrating downstream from April through August. Steelhead trout stream lengths above Benbow Dam were calculated at 443 river-kms (CDFW 2017), resulting in estimates of 52.9 steelhead juveniles per stream-km upstream of Benbow Dam from emigrant count observations. Adult steelhead trout converted from Benbow Dam’s 1939 emigrant population resulted in a range of 269, 3046, and 4686 adults calculated with the respective 1.15% (Cramer et al. 2012), 13% (Quinn 2005, Anderson and Ward 2016), and 20% (Moore et al. 2014) smolt to adult survival rates. Observed upstream migrating adults at BDFS from potential steelhead trout adult recruitment years (1940 to 1943) averaged 21,035 adults, which was much greater than the number of adults estimated with surrogate survival rates. CDFG estimated a steelhead trout emigrant population at VAFS from years 1961 to 1962 totaling 47,671 juveniles (Day 1962), converting to a density of 547 juveniles per 87.1 steelhead trout stream-km (6.3 fish km\(^{-1}\)) upstream of Van Arsdale and downstream of Scott Dam. Adults recruited from the Van Arsdale emigrant population from 1961 to 1962 resulted in a range of 548, 6197, and 9534 adults calculated with the respective 1.15%, 13%, and 20% smolt to adult survival rates. Observed upstream migrating adults from potential steelhead trout spawner recruitment years at VAFS (1963 to 1966) ranged 423 to 846 adults, which is similar to the recruited adult estimate with a low smolt to adult survival rate. The highest estimate for steelhead trout juveniles modeled with the UCM upstream of Scott Dam was a population of 57,374 parr. These parr converted to 16,065 smolts with a 28% parr to smolt survival rate. Throughout 291

Figure 7. Estimates of potential number of steelhead trout and Chinook salmon adult populations in streams above Scott Dam in the upper mainstem Eel River watershed, CA. First four estimates are from other sources (CDFG 1979, VTN 1982, Higgins 2010, NMFS 2016); the last four were calculated in this study—surrogate adult data at Benbow Dam Fisheries Station (BDFS) on South Fork Eel River during three data periods over time; and modeled estimates for “UCM parr > smolt > adult” = recruited adults calculated from Unit Characteristic Method (UCM) parr capacity of 57,374 steelhead parr × 28% parr to smolt survival rate × 13% ocean survival rate and 201,426 Chinook parr × 76% parr to smolt survival rate × 3% ocean survival rate). *Higgins 2010 reflects estimates of the mainstem Eel River adult Chinook population in streams above Van Arsdale and below Scott Dam.
stream-kms, a density of 55.2 juveniles km\(^{-1}\) was estimated for streams above Scott Dam.

**Discussion**

Summary of Findings

This study estimated habitat for steelhead trout and Chinook salmon upstream of Scott Dam in the upper mainstem Eel River. The National Marine Fisheries Service delineated separate population boundaries for fall-run Coastal California (CC) Chinook and winter-run North Coast (NC) Steelhead in the upper mainstem Eel River (NMFS 2016). Restoring access to the habitat above Scott Dam would increase habitat availability for the upper mainstem Eel River NC steelhead population.

---

**TABLE 2.** Potential steelhead trout stream habitat and abundance estimates from historical studies compared to those from this study in the upper mainstem Eel River watershed upstream of Scott Dam. ND denotes no data available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steelhead trout Habitat in Stream-km</th>
<th>Steelhead trout Adult Abundance</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>CDFG 1979, unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>1,499</td>
<td>VTN 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>USFS and BLM 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>411</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Becker and Reining 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318</td>
<td>6,120</td>
<td>NMFS 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>463</td>
<td>26,391</td>
<td>This study via conversion of historic high adult count data from BDFS in SF Eel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>463</td>
<td>11,112</td>
<td>This study via conversion of post-1955 flood adult count data from BDFS in SF Eel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>463</td>
<td>3,241</td>
<td>This study via conversion of post-1964 flood adult count data from BDFS in SF Eel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318–463</td>
<td>1,014–2,088</td>
<td>This study via UCM parr capacity(^1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Includes estimates of adults recruited from capacity estimate of 57,374 parr converted with a 28% parr to smolt survival rate and 13% ocean survival rate. Ranges were due to two passage distribution scenarios.

**TABLE 3.** Potential Chinook salmon stream habitat and abundance estimates from historical studies compared to those from this study in the upper mainstem Eel River Drainage Area upstream of Scott Dam; ND denotes no data available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinook Salmon Habitat in Stream-km</th>
<th>Chinook Salmon Adult Abundance</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>CDFG 1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>VTN 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>USFS and BLM 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>3,092</td>
<td>Higgins 2010(^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2,060</td>
<td>NMFS 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>10,117</td>
<td>This research via conversion of historic high adult count data from BDFS in SF Eel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>1,057</td>
<td>This research via conversion of post-1955 flood adult count data from BDFS in SF Eel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>2,114</td>
<td>This research via conversion of post-1964 flood adult count data from BDFS in SF Eel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–151</td>
<td>1,487–4,593</td>
<td>This research via UCM parr capacity(^2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Includes estimates of adult abundance in streams below Scott Dam and above Cape Horn Dam.

\(^2\)Includes estimates of spawners recruited from capacity estimate of 201,426 parr converted with a 76% parr to smolt survival rate and 3% ocean survival rate. Ranges were due to two passage distribution scenarios.
by up to 463 stream-kms (from 2 stream-kms currently available), and for the upper mainstem Eel River CC Chinook population by 16.5% (by adding 151 stream-kms to the currently available 920 stream-kms). Because the CC Chinook population boundary is so much larger (1,071 total stream-kms) than the NC Steelhead population boundary (465 total stream-kms), the potential increases with restored access to habitat above Scott Dam are quite different. It is notable, however, that the Intrinsic Potential quantified by NMFS for both species is high, especially for Chinook when compared to other reaches within the CC Chinook population boundary. Those higher IP values are indicative of more suitable, or better quality potential habitat that would support greater fish densities. The salmonid habitat quantified upstream of Scott Dam was applied to different modeling approaches to evaluate potential steelhead trout and Chinook salmon capacity. One approach used historical fish observation data from the upper mainstem Eel River and the South Fork Eel River, resulting in wide ranges of estimated returning adults (Figure 7) for steelhead trout (3,241 to 26,391) and Chinook salmon (1,057 to 10,117). Another approach modeled potential capacity with juvenile habitat conditions limiting fish density that also yielded highly variable estimates for returning adults of 2,088 (CV 55.9%) for steelhead trout and 4,593 (CV 33.5%) for Chinook salmon, depending on various scenarios. The results from these approaches were evaluated to determine potential salmonid habitat capacity with spatial fish distribution scenarios and temporal distribution strategies, and those results were further compared to historical estimates (CDFG 1979, VTN 1982, USFS and BLM 1995, Becker and Reining 2009, Higgins 2010, NMFS 2016) (Figure 7).

Our study identified potential habitat capacity for steelhead trout and Chinook salmon upstream of Scott Dam. Further research is needed on the status of the upper mainstem Eel River popula-
TABLE 4. Steelhead trout parr stratified mean densities (fish/m²) for the upper mainstem Eel River watershed upstream of Scott Dam. Densities were generated by the Unit Characteristic Method (UCM), along with length of habitat by Reach Type (drainage area, slope; n = number of surveys) streams that fall within steelhead trout parr habitat. Steelhead trout parr capacity is shown in mean stratified density (coefficient of variation in parentheses) and returning adults reflect watershed-scale estimate for each scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reach Type</th>
<th>Steelhead Trout Passage Scenario</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scott Dam Removal, BR Passage</td>
<td>Scott Dam Removal, No BR Passage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean Density (fish m⁻²)</td>
<td>Stream Habitat (km)</td>
<td>Mean Density (fish m⁻²)</td>
<td>Stream Habitat (km)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT 1.3 (10–100 km², 0–2%; n = 4)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT 2.3 (10–100 km², 2–7%; n = 4)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT 3.2 and 2.2 (2–10 km², 2–12%; n = 5)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT 1.4 (&gt; 100 km², 0–2%; n = 4)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT 3.3 and 4.2 (2–100 km², &gt; 7%; n = 2)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Stream-km</td>
<td>291.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>178.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parr Capacity</td>
<td>57,374 (55.9%)</td>
<td>27,848 (35.8%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returning adults from parr capacity with SAR¹ curve</td>
<td>1,281</td>
<td></td>
<td>622</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ SAR= Smolt to Adult Return based on outmigrant size class

TABLE 5. Chinook salmon parr mean densities for the upper mainstem Eel River watershed upstream of Scott Dam. Densities were generated by the Unit Characteristic Method (UCM) and length of habitat by Reach Type (drainage area, slope; n = number of surveys) streams that fall within Chinook salmon parr habitat. Chinook salmon parr capacity is shown in mean stratified density (coefficient of variation in parentheses) and returning adults reflect watershed-scale estimate for each scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reach Type</th>
<th>Chinook Salmon Passage Scenario</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scott Dam Removal, BR Passage</td>
<td>Scott Dam Removal, No BR Passage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean Density (fish m⁻²)</td>
<td>Stream Habitat (km)</td>
<td>Mean Density (fish m⁻²)</td>
<td>Stream Habitat (km)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT 1.3 (10–100 km², 0–2%; n = 4)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT 2.3 (10–100 km², 2–7%; n = 4)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT 1.4 (&gt; 100 km², 0–2%; n = 4)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Stream-km</td>
<td>151.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parr Capacity</td>
<td>201,426 (33.5%)</td>
<td>65,200 (29.0%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returning adults from parr capacity with 76% parr to smolt survival and 3% marine survival rates</td>
<td>4,593</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,487</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evaluation of Estimates with Reference to Historical Data

Modeled estimates of adult steelhead and Chinook salmon returns to the upper Eel River were compared with surrogate historical estimates that currently persist downstream of Scott Dam to determine the overall potential increase in population production upon recolonization of streams above the dam, potential downstream source populations for recolonization, as well as potential downstream impacts on watershed processes upon removal of Scott Dam. A long-term, watershed-scale approach with local fish-habitat relationships including biotic and abiotic factors would aid in better determining changes in population production and salmonid recovery from removal of Scott Dam.
from the Benbow Dam Fisheries Station from 1938 to 1975. This provided a comparison for identifying limiting life stages for both species in the habitat above Scott Dam, which presumably is limited by summertime rearing. Estimated adult returns for steelhead trout converted from UCM parr capacities were 16% to 92% less than historical estimates; yet Chinook salmon estimates converted from UCM parr capacities were 0.49 to 3.27 times the historical estimates, except for the BDFS 1938 to 1954 counts, where the UCM estimate for Chinook was 55% less than the historic high (Figure 7).

Evaluation of the UCM

The spatial distribution of predicted parr densities varied between steelhead trout and Chinook salmon. Based on relative modeled densities, the most suitable rearing habitat (Table 4,) for steelhead occurred in medium sized, medium gradient (10–100 km², 2–7%; RT 2.3) tributaries, and for Chinook salmon occurred in larger, lower gradient (> 100 km², 0–2%; RT 1.4) reaches (Table 5). The lack of spatial overlap for habitat use combined with varying temporal habitat use between steelhead and Chinook juveniles implies the importance of varying reaches throughout the upper Eel watershed for the benefit of both species.

While the UCM provided useful estimates of salmonid stream rearing capacity in our study area, we identified some assumptions, sensitivities, and uncertainties that impacted the model’s utility for this study. The range of predicted parr densities within Reach Types (Figure 8) directly reflects the range of habitat conditions measured within Reach Types. Reach Types with low gradient and medium-large drainage areas were the most sensitive to temperature and fine sediment parameters. More surveys among stratified Reach Types over several survey seasons would capture more variation within and between Reach Types, thus better representing the salmonid habitat and potential parr capacity. Additionally, the conversion of UCM parr estimates to adults was highly sensitive to life stage-specific survival rates as well as size of outmigrants, which were derived from various literature sources (Johnson et al. 1993, Quinn 2005, Klein et al. 2008, Rawding et al. 2010, Cramer et al. 2012). Steelhead trout have over 30 anadromous life history strategies (Moore et al. 2014). Our estimates used a subset of freshwater rearing life histories typical for coastal California steelhead trout juveniles (Busby et al. 1996) for calculating conversions from estimated steelhead trout parr to adults. However, a more locally specified representation of the freshwater rearing strategies (including rainbow trout taking up residence) as well as size distribution among juveniles leaving the upper Eel River and among juveniles entering the ocean would result in different estimates for subsequent adult steelhead trout numbers. Chinook salmon parr estimates are also subject to uncertainty with the assumption that spring rearing conditions are at median flows. Adding to the UCM a range of habitat availability in response to flow variation from yearly hydrographs would affect rearing capacity estimates. Survival rates in response to juvenile size distribution and outmigration growth are also needed for Chinook salmon in the Eel River to better represent potential adult returns.

Model Comparison, Validation, and Effects of Underlying Assumptions

The disparity between adults observed in historical data versus those converted from UCM parr capacity is likely explained by some underlying model assumptions. There were substantially higher steelhead adults observed at BDFS and VAFS versus steelhead adults converted from UCM-generated smolts (Figure 7). One underlying assumption for calculating number of adults from UCM parr capacity is that rearing habitat limits population production and adults are recruited only from natal-rearing juveniles. Adult estimates from historical data however, potentially include adult recruitment either from natal and non-natal rearing juveniles or from returning adults greater in number than capacity of habitat. Consequently, model assumptions infer substantial population contribution from non-natal rearing habitat, therefore suggesting density dependent juvenile movement and growth downstream of the study area.
The assumption for a uniform size and therefore uniform survival rate across all parr or smolts modeled from the UCM compared to using a smolt to adult return rate curve greatly impacted estimates of returning adults. A range of parr to smolt and smolt to adult survival rates from the literature were used in an effort to capture some variability. While larger salmonid juveniles typically have higher marine survival and adult return rates than smaller juveniles (Tipping 1997, FERC 2000, Zabel and Achord 2004, Bond et al. 2008, Klein et al. 2008), there is also mortality associated with every year spent in freshwater (Quinn 2005, Cramer et al. 2012). Although steelhead juveniles residing in freshwater longer may not grow as much as their first year of freshwater rearing, Klein et al. (2008) estimated an exponential increase in number of returning adults with increasing smolt size > 140 mm based on smolt and adult return data (Kabel and German 1967) from the Cedar Creek Experimental Hatchery in the South Fork Eel River.

Observations of more adults returning from a juvenile cohort than expected may reflect annual variability but may also be explained by density-dependent movement of juveniles to non-natal parts of the watershed downstream of the Scott Dam location. Upon recolonization of salmonids, the habitat upstream of Scott Dam could reach spawning capacity, subsequently allowing a saturation of the seedbank for egg recruits. Although modeled rearing habitat capacity suggests that rearing conditions in the study site are more limited for salmonid production than spawning conditions, a proportion of the recruits from a highly seeded spawning population could seek available habitat elsewhere, migrating downstream. Such juvenile movement in response to instream rearing conditions was observed among Chinook salmon in the Shasta River, CA (Roddam and Ward 2015). Furthermore, studies have shown benefits for juvenile salmonids that utilize estuarine habitats whose productive environments are conducive to high growth rates for rearing juveniles (Zedonis 1992, Bond et al. 2008, Daly et al. 2014). Successful downstream migration and growth in turn produces larger smolts entering the ocean with greater chances of survival and higher numbers of returning adults (Reimers 1971, Ward and Slaney 1988, Ward et al. 1989, Koenings et al. 1993, Hayes et al. 2011).

Observed steelhead trout emigrant estimates from VAFS in the early 1960s (Day 1962) were much higher than UCM-generated juvenile estimates (547.0 fish km\(^{-1}\) above VAFS and below Scott Dam vs 55.1 fish km\(^{-1}\) modeled above Scott Dam). The lower density of subsequent returning adults from observations in years 1963 to 1966, may in part be attributed to disturbances from the 1964 flood and therefore potentially misrepresentative of return rates for modeling purposes. Those historically observed juvenile density data are useful in that they suggest the streams above Scott Dam may be able to support higher juvenile capacities than what was estimated with the UCM. In addition to historical data, modern fish abundance data in the upper Eel River are needed for model validation.

Further efforts for improving models should compare habitat above Scott Dam to accessible, colonized habitat below the dam or in nearby Black Butte River of the Middle Fork Eel. This would reduce uncertainties in extrapolating habitat data to reach type classifications. Salmonid monitoring in those streams would also allow fish density-habitat relationships to be developed for a localized representation of habitat-density suitability relationships in the upper Eel River. Curves developed by locally observed fish density-habitat relationships could in turn be applied to salmonid habitat capacity models in streams above Scott Dam. Finally, quantification of return and stray rates among upper Eel River DPS and ESU populations of steelhead trout and Chinook salmon would provide a better understanding of recolonization potential on a metapopulation scale, as assessed by Pess et al. (2014).

Study Improvements with a Holistic Approach

There is room for improvement in understanding salmonid recolonization response not only upstream of Scott Dam, but also to responses downstream of the dam in the event of dam removal, modified passage, or adaptive flow
management. Passage restoration via means other than dam removal (e.g., via ladder, or trap and haul techniques), must also quantify reservoir impacts on inundation of spawning and rearing habitat, migration conditions, water quality, and non-native invasive Sacramento pike-minnow (*Ptychocheilus grandis*) predation on juvenile salmonids. Furthermore, alternatives to dam removal such as trap and haul, although widely implemented, have been ineffective for wild salmonid recovery and are not recommended for California rivers (Lusardi and Moyle 2017). Recolonization of steelhead and salmon to habitat upstream of Scott Dam would likely aid in population recovery, and managers who strive for salmonid recovery in the Eel River should prioritize the most effective restoration strategy for long-term population production.

Another consideration is that the habitat above Scott Dam may be of higher quality compared to other areas of the Eel River watershed and reconnecting this habitat to downstream waters could facilitate habitat changes on a larger, watershed scale. Mesohabitat studies show the importance of preserving the connection of headwater streams to lower areas of a watershed for transport and duration of water and sediment supply (Alexander et al. 2007, Meyer et al. 2007). Furthermore, connection to headwater streams affects the timing and spatial transport of nutrient cycling which in turn affects primary and secondary production and ultimately fish food supply (Meyer et al. 2007). Throughout a stream network, headwater streams are most abundant, smaller in size, and steeper in gradient, thereby increasing interaction between flowing water and surrounding land area (Likens and Bormann 1974, Polis et al. 1997). Such nutrient cycling and land-water interaction as with allochthonous energy inputs from confined, denser riparian canopies in headwater streams is demonstrated in the river continuum concept (Vannote et al. 1980). In addition to headwater streams functioning and interacting differently than larger drainages, headwater streams provide high habitat diversity which in turn promotes niches for biodiversity (Lowe and Likens 2005). This study identified high-elevation headwater tributaries in federally protected lands draining Hull and Snow Mountains, which can provide cold water habitat important for summertime salmonid rearing. Restoring the watershed-scale roles of the mainstem Eel River headwaters to downstream areas by removing Scott Dam has potential for improving salmonid habitat capacity both up- and down-stream of the barrier.

Conclusion

Potential distribution of Chinook salmon and steelhead trout in the waterways upstream of Scott Dam was mapped, and potential production under two distribution scenarios was estimated. We reviewed past and current methods for estimating potential salmonid habitat and production in the upper mainstem Eel River watershed along with ground-based surveys. The habitat in the upper mainstem Eel River watershed provides cold-water refugia in tributaries over summertime for steelhead trout as well as ample spawning grounds for Chinook salmon and steelhead trout. The UCM provided a useful interpretation of habitat conditions and how they relate to potential salmonid capacity, as well as allowing spatial identification of the quantity and quality of potential stream rearing habitat upstream of Scott Dam. Despite limited modern data in the upper Eel River, historical adult count data from Benbow Dam and Van Arsdale in the Eel River provided a useful comparison to the UCM approach.

NMFS (2016) found that habitat historically used by the upper mainstem Eel River steelhead population was almost entirely comprised of habitat upstream of Scott Dam. Thus, restoring access to the habitat we identified upstream of the dam for steelhead would greatly aid in the recovery of that population. Restoring upper Eel River Chinook access to the habitat upstream of Scott Dam would increase habitat availability by 16.5%, much of which is considered high quality habitat compared to other reaches within that population’s boundary. Habitat upstream of Scott Dam includes exposure to conditions that support localized adaptations and life history plasticity important to long-term persistence of Pacific salmonids (Spence et al. 2008). Evidence from counts at Van Arsdale Fisheries Station over the past 20 years shows declining trends in annual salmon and steelhead
Cooper et al. (2017). Increasing overall salmonid production such as with colonization of reopened streams above Scott Dam would likely increase average annual production upstream of VAFS substantially. Despite discrepancies in efforts to quantify potential number of fish that may recolonize streams above Scott Dam, this study found that restoring access to the habitat above Scott Dam with dam removal would provide habitat suitable for aiding recovery of upper mainstem Eel River salmonid populations.
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